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Bitcoin Now has an accessible and informative intro to bitcoin and its current applications. Written by
Vaughn Blake, the director of marketing and business advancement for CoinMkt, a Los Angeles-based

digital currency exchange, this kindle book provides an insider's view into the industry while being a quick
and easy read.
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Bitcoin Now -- 5 Stars An accessible and concise summary of the oft-referenced but quickly misunderstood
digital currency. Great introduction for anybody interested in buying/selling or considering a bitcoin sales
platform in the marketplace. Clarifies all the buzz. Concise, easy-to-follow, energizing A concise
introduction to the bitcoin world.. Makes bitcoin real. Most importantly, you'll realize why it matters to you
in particular. Great read-- really informative Actually changed my perspective on Bitcoin. Well crafted, easy
to follow, and quite useful-- suggested to advantages and amateurs alike! Everything you wanted to find out
about bitcoin but were afraid to request. Puts items in perspective. Bitcoin is one of those phrases that hear
often but maybe you're not sure exactly what it is. That was until I read this publication. I was constantly a
bit intimidated by the topic. You'll get the basics - and also realize why bitcoin is normally such a game
changer. Pleased I took a look.
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